
RINGS WITH NONDISCRETE IDEAL TOPOLOGIES1

M. HÖCHSTER

0. Introduction. A proper topology on a ring A (all rings are

supposed commutative, with unit) is simply a nondiscrete Hausdorff

ring topology on A. A proper topology will be called an ideal topology

if there is a neighborhood basis (equivalently, subbasis) for 0 con-

sisting of ideals. We shall obtain a satisfactory ring-theoretic charac-

terization of those rings which have ideal topologies. In the Noethe-

rian case we get the result that a Noetherian ring has no ideal topol-

ogy iff it is Artin. We also study what happens in case of localization

and the taking of direct products. Recently, J. O. Kiltinen has shown

[l, p. 69] and [2] that every infinite field has a proper topology. Using

this fact and our results on ideal topologies we show that every infi-

nite Noetherian ring has a proper topology. We note that most of the

ring topologies defined in commutative algebra are ideal topologies,

including the usual valuation topologies.

1. The characterization. Let A be a set, JQA, and S a family of

subsets of A. We say that 2 has the FIP/J ii no finite intersection of

sets in S is contained in J. Now, a ring topology is determined once a

subbasis for the neighborhoods of 0 is known, and it is a standard fact

that a family 2 of ideals of a ring A is a neighborhood subbasis gen-

erating a proper topology iff 2 has the FIP/(0) and D/es 7=(0). In

this case, the closure of 2 under finite intersection is a neighborhood

basis for 0.

A trivial observation, apparently more curious than useful, is that

a ring A has no ideal topology iff A — {o} is quasi-compact in the

topology having as a subbasis for its closed sets the family of sets

{7- {0}: 7 an ideal of A}.

We now prepare to give our characterization of rings with no ideal

topology. We write M (A) for the set of maximal ideals of A and

Mo(A) for {mEM(A): Anrijim^(0)}. We define four properties of

rings A which we shall need to consider and then proceed to the

statement of our result.

PI. Mo(A) is finite.
Pl°. There is a finite subset Pof M (A) whose union contains all the

zero divisors in A.

P2. For each mEM(A), AnnAm is finitely generated.
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P3. For each aQA — {o}, (a)r^(\Jmeitu) Ann^w)^ {o}, where

(a) = a^4, the principal ideal generated by a.

Theorem 1. The following conditions on a ring A are equivalent.

(i) A has no ideal topology.

(ii) A has properties PI, P2, and P3.

(iii) A has properties Pl°, P2, and P3.

Proof. Note that P1°=>P1 without the presence of (ii) and (iii).

For AnnAl9*(0)=$I consists entirely of zero divisors and hence

IQUmep m=*IQm for some mQF, since P is finite and the ideals m

are prime. But then / maximal and AnnAl9*(0)=*IQm, some

mQF=>I = m. Thus, (iii)=»(ii). It remains to show that (ii)=>(i) and

(i)=>(iii).
Assume (ii), and let S be a family of ideals of A closed under finite

intersection but such that (0)G2. We shall prove that Ores I?*(0).

Let F={mi, • • • , mn} =M0(A) (F is finite by PI). For each i,

AnnAmi can be regarded as a vector space F,- over ki — A/mi, and its

vector subspaces as a vector space over ki are identical (as sets) with

its submodules as an .4-module, i.e. with its subideals. By P2, each

Vi is finite dimensional. For each i, let d{ be the least of the dimen-

sions (over ki) of the subspaces ICWi, IQ2Z, and choose /,- in 2 such

that the dimension of PC\ F,- over &,• is ¿¿. Let I0 = D,- p. Then I0 is in

2 and for each i the dimension of Io(~\ Vi is less than or equal to ¿,-,

since IoQIi- The other inequality follows from the choice of <£,■ and we

have that the dimension of pC^F< over ^,=á,- for each i. We next

show that for at least one i, di9*0. As a matter of fact, d< = 0 iff IoC\ F,-

= (0) and if all the a\- were zero, we would have that {0} = U,- (PoC\ F,)

= \JmeM{A)(IoC\AnnAm) (recall that AnnAm = (0) if m is not in P)

= IoC\((JmeMU) AnnAm), contradicting P3.

Suppose, say, di9*0. Then for all / in S, IoC\ ViQI. For if not, then

(ir\Io)C\ Vi is a proper subspace of I0C\ Vi and hence of lower dimen-

sion than di, a contradiction. But then fl/ez I~Z)It¡C\Vi9*(0) (since

¿i^O), and we have that Dies l9*(0), as required.

(i)=>(iii) remains. Assume that A has no ideal topology. We must

deduce Pl°, P2, and P3. To establish Pl°, consider the family of

ideals2= {lm:mQM(A)}, where for each m,Im= {aQA: Ann Aa(£_m}.

Of course, 7m = Ker(^4—>Am), the kernel of the canonical homomor-

phism from A to its localization at m. Let / = flfes P /=(0), for if

09*aQJ, we would have AnnAa(£m for every maximal ideal m. Now,

since A has no ideal topology it follows that for some finite subset

FQM(A), C\meF Im=(0). This means that if AnnAa({_m for each m

in P, then a = 0, i.e. a9*0=$AnnAaQm for some m in P. Thus, if b is a
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zero divisor, then oEAnn^a for some a^O, and we get that bEm for

some m in F. This proves that Pl° holds.

We next show that P2 must hold. Suppose that AnnAm is not

finitely generated. Then it is infinite dimensional when regarded as

a vector space V over k = A/m. We can then choose a countable infi-

nite decreasing sequence of subspaces Vx, V2, • • • of F such that

fi„ V„ = (0). (E.g. let »i, Vi, • • • be a countable infinite sequence of

linearly independent elements of V and let Vn be the subspace of V

spanned by the v(, i^n.) But these V„ will be nonzero subideals of

AnnAm, and will constitute a neighborhood basis for 0 of a proper

ideal topology.

P3 only remains. Let a^O be given. By Zorn's lemma, the family

of ideals {(a)} can be extended to a maximal family 2 having the

FIP/(0). Since A has no ideal topology, we can conclude that J

= n/ej7?i(0). Then clearly, JE(a) and 2 is merely the set of all

ideals of A containing J. Moreover J cannot have a proper nonzero

subideal J' or the set of all ideals of A containing J' would properly

extend 2. It follows that 7 is a simple A -module, hence isomorphic as

an A -module with A/m for some m in M (A). For any br^O in J, we

have bE(a) and &EAnn.4m, and therefore (a)r\(UmettU) AnnAm)

?* {0}. This completes the proof.

2. Products.

Theorem 2. A finite product of rings has no proper topology [resp.

no ideal topology] iff each factor has no proper topology [resp. no ideal

topology]. An infinite product of rings or, more generally, a ring A such

that Spec A has infinitely many components always has an ideal

topology.

Proof. We give the proof of the first statement for the case of

proper topologies; we then indicate how it needs to be modified for

the ideal case. By a trivial induction, we need only treat the case of

two rings, Ai, A2. If 2 is a neighborhood basis for 0 for a proper topol-

ogy on Ai then 2X0= (7X0: 7E2} is such for AiXA2. What re-

mains to be shown is that if neither .4i nor A2 has a proper topology

then .4iX.<42 has none as well. Suppose, to the contrary, that 2 is a

neighborhood basis for 0, closed under finite intersection, generating a

proper topology for.4iX.42. For each 7in21et7i= {aiE-4i: (ai,0)E7}.

It is easy to see that 2i = {7i : 7E2} will be a neighborhood basis for 0

generating a proper topology on Ai unless 2i fails to have the FIP/(0),

i.e. fails to contain (0). It follows that for all sufficiently small

7, 7j = (0). Restricting attention to those elements of 2 which are
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contained in one such I, we may assume without loss of generality

that h= (0) for every / in 2. Now let p: AiXA2—>Ai be the product

projection and consider pi, = {p(T) : IQ1}. It is again easy to see that

pi will be a neighborhood basis for 0 generating a proper topology on

A2 unless the sets in ¿2 have nonzero intersection. Hence, we can

choose 09*bQAi such that for all / in 2 there exists a(I) in Ai such

that (a(I), b)QI. Fix I, Jini such that J-JQI. Then O9*(a(J), b)
is in the intersection of all the sets in 2, a contradiction. For otherwise

(a(J), b) G/' for some J'QJ, and in particular we then have (a(J), b)

9*(a(J'), b). The difference of these two, (a(J)-a(J'), 0)QJ-J'

QJ — JQI, which yields that a(J)—a(J')QIi— (0), a contradiction.

This completes the proof of the first statement in the case of proper

topologies. For the ideal case, it is only necessary to observe in addi-

tion that if 2 is a family of ideals, so is 2 X 0, and that if 2 is a family

of ideals, so are 2X and pi.

We now consider the second statement of the theorem. For any

ring A, let §(A) be the cardinality of MÜ(A). Note that f(AiXA2)

= §(Ai)-\-§(Ai) (no finiteness conditions). In fact, under the usual

correspondence between Spec A 1X^2 and the topological union of

Spec ^4i and Spec Ai it is easy to see that Mo(A\XAi) corresponds to

Mo(Ai)VJMo(A2). We also observe that if A has no ideal topology,

then \Sf(A)< <x>. The first inequality follows from P3, the second

from PI. Now suppose that for a certain ring A, Spec A has infinitely

many components. Then A has arbitrarily long (finite) direct product

decompositions. Assume that A has no ideal topology. Let A=Ai

X • • • XAn be a direct product decomposition of A with « factors.

Each Ai has no ideal topology (since A does not) and hence f(A¡) ïï 1

for each 4. But then #(A)=#(Ai)+ ■ ■ ■ +#(An)^n, and since this

holds for every « we have a contradiction of #04) < =°.

3. Localization. Let A be a ring and let FQM(A) be a finite set

such that every zero divisor is in one of the ideals in P Let 5 be the

complement of Umep m in A. S is a multiplicative system consisting

entirely of nonzero divisors. Hence, the canonical homomorphism

,4—>S~lA =P is injective.

Theorem 3. // one of A, B above has no ideal topology, then the other

also has no ideal topology.

Proof. We first observe that my-+mB is a bijection from P onto

M(B) and that M0(B) is the image of MQ(A). Thus, Pl° and PI hold

for both A and B. We next observe that AnnBmB = AnnAm for each

m in Mo(A). It is clear that AnnBmB = (AnnAm)B, and we also know
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that we can already multiply elements of AnnAm by elements 1/s,

sES, by multiplying instead by a suitable element of A, because

s Em=> the image of s in A/m is invertible and the structure of AnnAm

as an A -module is essentially the same as its structure as an (A/m)-

module. In particular, AnnBmB is finitely generated over B iff AnnAm

is finitely generated over A. Hence, P2 holds for A iff it holds for B.

Also, UmeMU) Ann^«t = Um'ejif(B) AnnBw', and each nonzero element

of B has a nonzero multiple in A, and thus P3 holds for A iff it holds

for B. The proof is complete.

4. The Noetherian case. Henceforth all rings are assumed

Noetherian. It is clear that A Artin=>.4 has no ideal topology. Now

suppose that A is semilocal but has no ideal topology. Then if J is the

Jacobson radical of A, we have ("!„/" = (0)=> for some «, /" = (0)=>A

Artin. This converse holds, however, even without the assumption

that A is semilocal.

Theorem 4. If A is Noetherian, A has no ideal topology iff A is

Artin.

Proof. We need only show that if A has no ideal topology then it

is semilocal. Choose a finite set Pi = {mi, • • • ,mn} EM(A) such that

every zero divisor in A is in one of the w,-. We shall show that Pi

— M(A). For suppose not; choose mEM (A) — Fi and let F = {m}VJ Fi.

Applying the results of the preceding section with this A and F, we

find that B is a semilocal ring with no ideal topology, hence, Artin.

Now m does not consist entirely of zero divisors (since m(£U,ra,).

Let a be a nonzero divisor in m. Then a is also a nonzero divisor in

mB. But anB = an+lB for some « because B is Artin, and thus a"

= an+1b for some b in B. But then an(l —ab) =0, and since a is not a

zero divisor, it follows that 1 — ab = 0, i.e. that a is a unit, contradict-

ing aEmB.

Theorem 5. Every infinite Noetherian ring A has a proper topology.

Proof. We may assume that A is Artin. Then A is a finite product

of Artin local rings, i.e. of local rings in which the maximal ideal is

nilpotent (see [3, pp. 25-26 and 4, pp. 203-208] for the relevant

facts). At least one factor must be infinite, and since it is enough for

one factor to have a proper topology, we may assume without loss of

generality that (.4, m) is local, infinite, and that mn = (0) while

^«-1^(0), «^1. If A/m = k were a finite field, then each of A/m,

m/m2, ■ • • , mn~1/mn*=mn~1 would be a finite dimensional vector

space over a finite field, and it would follow that A must be finite.
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Hence, we can assume that k is infinite. From the results of Kiltinen

[l, p. 69], we know that k has a proper topology. Let 2 be a neighbor-

hood basis for 0 in some proper topology for k. Now choose aQmn~l

— {0}. Then aQAnnAm and hence k = (a) as an A -module. Let

<p: k—>(a) be an .4-isomorphism. Then it is perfectly straightforward

to check that <f>1={d>(U): PG2} is a neighborhood basis for 0

generating a proper topology on A. (Note that <p(U)Q(a)QA.) The

proof is complete.
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